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Genre: Action, Crime, Drama. Enjoy
4K Ultra HD Blu-ray. This set

includes all ten seasons plus a
Digital Copy.. TV Show, Golden
Globe Winners, is always free..
Golden Globe-Winning Series, is

always free. This free online game is
a simple puzzle game for both

children and adults. You have to
catch the ball by moving it around
and. This online game has been

played over 100 million times and is
your chance to play a.MARC

AUBERT/AFP/Getty Images In late
July, world stock markets posted
their worst month of losses since

1931. And governments worldwide
came to the brink of default. After

months of fractious debate and
brinksmanship over the U.S. budget,

the debt ceiling was reached. The
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United States has until October 17
to strike a deal with its creditors or

it faces a first-ever default. Why this
drama? The Treasury says U.S. tax
revenues are so low that only $55

billion of the $3.1 trillion in tax
revenues is expected this year. The

government is borrowing $140
billion a month to pay for

government spending, spending it
twice over on interest on that debt,

while much of the rest of the
government is, as a result, waiting

tables or filling potholes. Meanwhile,
the Treasury has $16.3 trillion in
debt already held by the public.
Deficits are projected to reach a
record $1.2 trillion this year and

next before slowing to an
unsustainable $2.5 trillion by 2022.

The Congressional Budget Office
recently revised its forecast for

deficits down to $1.7 trillion from
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$2.1 trillion in 2012 and even lower
in 2013. That means the

government deficit will exceed $1
trillion in a couple of years. (MORE:

Why All That Talk of Default in
August Was Actually a Big,

Hilarious, Peaceful Accident) So why
all the drama? Why did the risk of

default loom into August? What are
all the factors that could undermine
the U.S. fiscal situation? First, there

is the risk that the U.S. economy
would take a dramatic hit if interest
rates on government debt double,
as seems likely. At some point in

the future the Federal Reserve will
slow its bond purchases to

normalize monetary policy, at which
point it may raise interest rates to
rein in inflation, potentially raising
the rate on U.S. government debt.
The current 10-year Treasury rate
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